Madagascar: Tropical Cyclones Batsirai and Emnati

Storm path for cyclones Batsirai and Emnati (as of 24 Feb 2022) with population density

All forecasted storm positions, path and wind speeds are the best available. Based on forecast from Joint Typhoon Warning Centre

Storm position
- Previous position
- Actual (Emnati)
- Forecasted position
- Actual (Batsirai)

Wind speeds
- Emmati
- Batsirai
- Likely 64 knot (120 km/h) winds
- Likely 50 knot (90 km/h) winds
- Likely 34 knot (60 km/h) winds

Settlements
- CAPITAL
- O City
- Town

Population density (people per Km²)
- 15,000 - 34,369
- 500 - 15,000
- 50 - 500
- 25 - 50
- 0.02 - 25
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